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Name of the Activity: Fingerprint Counting 

Activity. 

Material Required: Chart paper, Watercolors, Sketch 

colors, Pencils, Eraser etc 

Procedure: Take a big chart paper and draw equal sized ten trees. 

With the help of brown sketch color, make its trunk and branches. 

Make leaves with the help of yellow and orange figure prints followed by the numbers (1 to 10). 

Name of the Activity: Making of Cotton Snowman. 

Material Required: Transparent bottle, Cotton balls, Maker, Glue, and Orange paper. 

Procedure: Create the snowman bottle by cleaning it inside then remove stickers and tags 

Draw a face on the bottle with the help of buttons and marker. 

 In order to make a nose use orange colored paper.  

Use  red wool in order to make turban and muffler. 

Instruct the children how to insert cotton balls inside the bottle 

with the help of pencil. 

Then, seal it with the help of tape. 

Name of the Activity: Self help Skill Development Activity. 

One of the best ways to develop children small muscles skills activities like, getting dressed, 

button and unbutton clothes, tying shoe laces ,zipping and unzipping, putting toothpaste on a 

brush, how to polishing a shoe, opening and closing lids of bottles. It develops kids a sense of 

achievement.  

Name of the Activity: Making of Veg  Burger.  

Ingredients: Bun, Slice of cucumber, Slice of carrot, Mayonnaise sauce, Slice of Tomato. 

Procedure: Take a bun cut it into two equal parts. 

Put slice of carrot, cucumber and tomato. 



Apply mayonnaise sauce inside it . 

Then, have a tasty bite.  

of the Activity: Dancing (A Gross Motor Skill Activity)  Name 

Dancing is a simple and fun activity that uses your little one's arms ,legs, 

torso,  which strengthens balance and coordination. Play some music on which students can 

dance. 

Name of the Activity: Straw Garland Activity  

Material Required: Bowl, Bunch of Straws, Thin Shoe Laces,  

Procedure: Collect the straws of different colors and cut it equally. 

Then, put the pieces of straws with a help of shoe lace in order to make 

garland. 

Through this activity kids can develop the sense of creativity. 

By following the same procedure, with the help of parents kids can make a different 

accessories for neck arm fingers etc.  

Name of the Activity: 3d Ship Transport Craft  

Material Required: Egg tray, Colors, Chopsticks, Small Clay boy and girl, Chart Paper and 

Stickers. 

Procedure: Take an egg cartoon in hand. Paint it with any color of your choice. 

Use chopstick to stick on both sides of the tray. With the help of bright chart paper, insert it 

neatly into the sticks so that they stay in place.  

Use favorite stickers to stick on the chart paper.  

Further kids can also add miniature toys to backside to give it a visual treat. 

Name of the Activity: Salt Paint Activity. 

Material Required: Salt, Colors, Glue, Chart paper, Stickers of 3 

penguins and 3 polar bears. 

Procedure: Draw a landscape and color it. 

Spread some glue on mountains sprinkle pinch of salt on the same, it will bring the feeling of 

snow  

Use cotton in order to make clouds.  

Learning motive: To develop eye hand coordination ,fine and gross motor skiils and to 

develop creativity and imagination among children .It also helps children to access a wider 

source of learning activities and social experience. 


